Frank Skinner
Comedian and TV Personality
"Frank has a down-to-earth brand of humour & an ability to relate to an
audience on just about any subject"

Frank Skinner is a talented stand-up comedian and talk show host and has earned his place at the top of the comedy game. He
has established himself as a leading name in TV entertainment, selling out two UK tours, the second of which closed to a world
record breaking packed house at London's Ba ersea Power Sta on.

TOPICS:

IN DETAIL:

Comedy
Host
Entertainment
Awards

Born Chris Collins in the West Midlands, Frank moved on to the local foundry,
but decided it wasn't for him. As there was already a Chris Collins in Equity, he
used the name of a chap on his dad's dominoes team - Frank Skinner. He says his
'Road to Damascus' moment came during a 1986 visit to the Edinburgh fes val,
which inspired him to begin a career as a stand-up. He starred in a succession of
smash hit comedy shows, including Fantasy Football, The Frank Skinner Show, Frank
Skinner's Opinionated and Baddiel and Skinner Unplanned and his highly popular
Absolute Radio Podcast. He is currently the host of Room 101.

LANGUAGES:
He presents in English.

PUBLICATIONS:

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

2009 Frank Skinner on the Road:
Love, Stand-up Comedy and
the Queen of the Night
2001 Frank Skinner Autobiography

One of the UK's best loved TV chat show hosts and comedians, Frank Skinner will
add the celebrity factor to any event. With his razor sharp wit, he is guaranteed
to have any audience in s tches. Having the ability to relate to people on just
about any subject, Frank is also an excellent choice as a host.

HOW HE PRESENTS:
Frank Skinner is well known for his quick wit and bi ng humour yet remains
refreshingly honest and amiable.
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